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228 F St NE 
H.R. Howenstein rowhouse, designed by L.T. Williams. 
Features Craftsman elements: front porch, shed dormer, 
overhanging eaves, and exposed rafters. 



330 F St NE 
B. Stanley Simmons 
rowhouses (Queen Anne 
Style). These houses also 
have angled two and three-
story bays, running bond 
brick coursing, molded sill 
courses, and nebule
molding.



338 F St NE 
B. Stanley Simmons 
rowhouses (Queen Anne 
Style). These houses also 
have angled two and three-
story bays, running bond 
brick coursing, molded sill 
courses, and nebule
molding.



637 3rd St NE



622-626 3rd St NE
Queen Anne style rowhouses with running bond brick coursing, nail 
head and pellet molding over windows, oriel windows balanced over 
the first story windows and door, rounded window openings on the 
third story, and iron stairs. 



315 G St NE 



330 G St NE
Classical Revival 
rowhouse built by Joseph 
M. Carmody, designed by 
A.M. Poynton and George 
S. Cooper.



222 G St NE 
Senator  John  H.  Sherman’s  rowhouses designed by T. F. Schneider with 
running bond brick coursing, angled bays and checkerboard brick design 
and dentils at the cornice. 



224-226 G St NE 
Senator  John  H.  Sherman’s  rowhouses designed by T. F. Schneider with 
running bond brick coursing, angled bays and checkerboard brick design 
and dentils at the cornice. 



709 3rd St NE



734 3rd St NE
Queen Anne rowhouses
designed by F. G. 
Atkinson. The visual 
symmetry of the massing 
and facades is well-
preserved here and 
expresses the 
architecture of multi-
dwelling development 
that characterizes so 
much of the northeast 
part of the Hill and often 
differentiates if from the 
lot-by-lot development 
pattern in southeast 
Capitol Hill.



720 3rd St NE
Queen Anne rowhouses
designed by F. G. 
Atkinson. The visual 
symmetry of the massing 
and facades is well-
preserved here and 
expresses the 
architecture of multi-
dwelling development 
that characterizes so 
much of the northeast 
part of the Hill and often 
differentiates if from the 
lot-by-lot development 
pattern in southeast 
Capitol Hill.



715 3rd St NE
Queen Anne rowhouses
designed by F. G. 
Atkinson. The visual 
symmetry of the massing 
and facades is well-
preserved here and 
expresses the 
architecture of multi-
dwelling development 
that characterizes so 
much of the northeast 
part of the Hill and often 
differentiates if from the 
lot-by-lot development 
pattern in southeast 
Capitol Hill.



710 3rd St NE
Queen Anne rowhouses
designed by F. G. 
Atkinson. The visual 
symmetry of the massing 
and facades is well-
preserved here and 
expresses the 
architecture of multi-
dwelling development 
that characterizes so 
much of the northeast 
part of the Hill and often 
differentiates if from the 
lot-by-lot development 
pattern in southeast 
Capitol Hill.



236-8 G St NE
Senator  John  H.  Sherman’s  
rowhouses designed by T. F. 
Schneider with running bond 
brick coursing, angled bays 
and checkerboard brick 
design and dentils at the 
cornice. 



608 3rd St NE



605 3rd St NE
B. Stanley Simmons 
rowhouses (Queen Anne 
Style). These houses also 
have angled two and three-
story bays, running bond 
brick coursing, molded sill 
courses, and nebule
molding.


